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1.              Figure Out When You’re Ovulating 

2.              Learn To Record Cervical Mucus Texture 

10 Step TTC Check List 



 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Clearblue Digital Ovulation 

3.              Chart Basal Body Temperature 

4.              Use Ovulation Predictor Kit 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B002VLYAOI?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=B002VLYAOI&linkCode=xm2&tag=praveenben-20
http://64bbdgt7z0ohgzs94dqcegz5a3.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=cu20pdfgraphic
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B002VLYAOI?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=B002VLYAOI&linkCode=xm2&tag=praveenben-20


 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

5.              Find The Right Position 

6.              Quit Smoking And Alcohol 

http://64bbdgt7z0ohgzs94dqcegz5a3.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=cu20pdfgraphic
http://www.fightyourinfertility.com/65/top-10-tips-to-get-pregnant-faster


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.              Take Vitamins And Supplements 

8.              Take Balanced Food 

http://64bbdgt7z0ohgzs94dqcegz5a3.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=cu20pdfgraphic
http://www.fightyourinfertility.com/67/foods-that-cause-infertility-and-foods-that-are-healthy


 

  

 

 

 

 

Mom Blogger 

Obey Nature. Fight Infertility. Rejoice Life! 
 

9.              Manage Your Stress And Have Plenty Of Sleep 

10.            Have Your Spouse Semen Checked 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: Find a licensed naturopathic physician to find the correct dosage that works for you. Take your 

doctor advice before trying alternative therapies... 
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Why Won’t Your Body Do What It Is Supposed To Do? 

If you are trying to get pregnant hoping for joy but preparing for heartbreak, consider this fact…  

Western medicine treats the disease at organ level... 

But the Right way to fight infertility is by restoring the balance at cellular level... 

Once balance is restored at cellular level fertility happens naturally... 

Read the Joel Fuhrman Quote to understand what I am saying… 

 “Medicines cannot drug away the cellular defects that develop in response to improper nutrition 

throughout life.”― Joel Fuhrman American author and physician. 

So you can get pregnant without doctors help… 

You are going to love this!     

Mary Siordia was shocked and speechless when her doctor confirmed her pregnancy. 

She followed a 5 step plan without costly drugs or IVF. 

Would you be interested to know what exactly the 5 step plan is? 

Check Out This FREE Presentation Now 

 

http://www.fightyourinfertility.com/
http://www.thebump.com/a/getting-pregnant-checklist
http://64bbdgt7z0ohgzs94dqcegz5a3.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=cu20pdf
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